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Polar Bottle Goes Big, Adds Color, For Latest Bottle Launch 
 

 

 
 
 
Months of careful engineering, design and market trend analysis have 
culminated in the launch of two new insulated bottle lines from Polar 
Bottle. The company will unveil the new lines —dubbed “Big 42” and 
“Color Series”— at the Interbike 2016 Trade in Las Vegas next month 
(Booth 12172).  
 
Named for its 42-ounce size, Big 42 introduces the thoughtful features 
and innovative design of the best-selling Polar Bottle Sport into one of 
the highest fluid capacity insulated squeeze bottles on the market.  
 
Similarly, the Color Series transforms the look of the 24oz sport with 
bold new opaque coloring and an upgraded high flow cap.  
 

 
“Thanks to continuous engineering and design updates, our Sport bottle has stood the 
test of time,” said company Co-Founder and Head of Product Development Robert 
Heiberger, referring to the Polar Bottle Sport’s 22-year history in the water bottle market 
— where it was introduced as the very first insulated squeeze bottle in 1994. “Big 42 
and the Color Series continue this tradition by innovating the size and look of the bottle, 
while still preserving the proven engineering and design.”   
 
Both Color Series and Big 42 will be launched in select SKUs starting in 2017. The lines 
expand Polar Bottle into new markets, giving more consumers the option to select high 
quality, Made in USA craftsmanship in an increasingly crowded market of low quality 
lookalike bottles. 

 



About Polar Bottle® 

Made in the USA

We are proud to create US jobs and investment, by 
designing and manufacturing our products in beautiful 
Boulder, Colorado. Our products are designed, 
assembled and shipped from our 38,000 square foot 
design and production facility.  The bottles are made 
from parts sourced almost exclusively in the USA and 
are covered by our Lifetime Guarantee.

 In 1994, Polar Bottle was founded as a family company in a 
Boulder, Colorado garage. We had a simple vision: to offer people 
the delight of a cool, pure, drink of water – anywhere. As the original 
insulated water bottle, Polar Bottle found an early following among 
athletes in the biking and outdoor communities. 
 Twenty years on, our brands are sold through thousands of 
retailers in the US and 42 countries around the world. Polar Bottle can 
be found wherever athletes, individuals and families need 
hydration - indoors or out, at work, school or play. 
 We stand out in a crowded water bottle marketplace for 
our enduring commitment to 
innovation and product quality, BPA 
and phthalate free materials, USA 
manufacturing, charitable support and 
environmental stewardship. All of this 
combines with over 70 colorful graphic 
styles and accessible pricing to give our 
brands broad appeal.  
 

Boulder Daily Camera, March 1996



Available in 2017
BIG 42 INSULATED SPORT

NEW

NEW PRODUCTS

12oz 20oz 24oz BIG 42oz



Available in 2017 NEW

2016 NEW
ERGO HOT & COLD
Color Spectrum
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Kiwi Tangerine Tomato Aqua Royal Charcoal

Kiwi Tangerine Tomato Aqua Royal Charcoal

SPORT BOTTLES

24oz Color Series INSULATED SPORT



ZIPSTREAM™ CAP
2016 NEW

The Zipstream™ cap features a 
self-sealing valve, which is removable 
for easy cleaning. The valve’s design 
prevents the bottle from leaking 
even in the open position, and 
allows pressure to build inside the 
bottle when squeezed — releasing a 
refreshing burst of water.

ZIPSTREAM COLOR SERIES
New for 2017 — Polar Bottle transforms the classic insulated squeeze bottle 
with bold new coloring and an upgraded high flow cap. Colorful opaque 
materials give the 24oz Color Series a unique look, guaranteed to stand out 
on the shelf. The bottle’s dual-wall insulation design and self-sealing high 
flow cap, meanwhile, deliver superior hydration performance. 

       • Available in 2017

       • Six unique colors

       • Fits bike cages

       • BPA & Phthalate Free

       • Made in USA

       • Dishwasher and freezer safe

       • Fitted with NEW ZipStream High Flow Cap

       • Premium double wall insulation design keeps water cold twice as long

       • Removable Drinking Valve and carrying strap
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Team USA Flame US Paralympic 
Team Flame

TEAM USA

Insulated 42oz

NEW

Polar Bottle is proud to be an official water bottle licensee of the United 
States Olympic and Paralympic Teams. For every Team USA Polar Bottle 
sold, a portion of the proceeds goes directly to support Olympic and 
Paralympic athletes across the United States as they prepare for the 2016 
Summer Games in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. With our special edition Team USA 
Polar Bottle, your business can tap into the growing excitement for this year’s 
Olympic Games, and help support Team USA athletes on the Road to Rio. 

KRISTEN ZAITZ, 
POLAR BOTTLE AMBASSADOR 

& TEAM USA ATHLETE

BIG 42

The same high performance Polar 
Bottle dual-wall insulation now with a 

new high volume fluid capacity. Available in 
2017, the Polar Bottle Big 42 Sport is among 
the higher volume squeeze bottles on the 
market, and one of the only to feature a 
double wall insulation design to keep liquids 
cold more than twice as long.

• Available in 2017
• 42 ounce fluid capacity
•Double wall insulation
•Dishwasher and Freezer safe
•Removable drinking valve and carrying strap
• Made in USA
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For more information, or to request a sample 
contact: 

 
Addie Bash 

addie@polarbottle.com 
303-440-0358  

 
 

Product Architects, Inc. 
4601 Nautilus Court South 
Boulder, Colorado 80301 

 
 

                   


